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WELCOME

This does not constitute legal advice
If you are looking for legal advice on your situation – please contact me 

directly or another tax professional

This presentation does not apply to Quebec as it has a 
Reporting/Declared Tip System in place



If you Receive and Payout Tips, you can have Tax Liability

Federal ‘Taxation’ Statutes to Consider
Employment Insurance Act (“EIA”)

• Are the tips received by employees ‘insurable earnings’?

Canada Pension Plan (“CPP”)
• Are the tips received by employees ‘pensionable earnings’?

Income Tax Act (“ITA”)
• Are source deductions required to be withheld from tips?
• Did you have obligation to report total tip amounts paid to employees on their T4 slips?

Excise Tax Act (GST/HST) (“ETA”)
• Were you required to charge/ collect HST/GST on mandatory* tips paid by patrons?

**ME: run through quick no or yes conclusions



Provincial Taxation Statutes to Consider

(Ontario) Workplace Safety and Insurance Act (“WSIA”)
• Are tips paid to employees ‘insurable earnings’?
• Per WSIB Operational Policy 14-02-08, insurable earnings include: 

“Gratuities that are verifiable by the employer”

(Ontario) Employer Health Tax Act (“EHTA”)
• Are tips received by employees ‘remuneration’ under section 1 of 

EHTA?
• January 1, 2019 exemption threshold increased to $1m
• Per Ontario publication 2-96-OLD ‘Remuneration’:

Remuneration generally includes gratuities paid through an employer



Provincial POLICING Statutes
(Ontario) Employment Standards Act, 2000  (“ESA”)
See Protecting Employees’ Tips Act, 2015
Enacted thru section 14.2 of ESA
• All tips must be paid to employees
• If tips not paid to employees, deemed to be owed as if wages
• Tips can only be paid to owner if they are doing same or similar job as employees
• Only permitted deduction is for credit card processing charge
• MOL investigates alleged infractions
• ESA is silent about owner deciding how tip is split between employees

(BC) Employment Standards Act
• See sections 30.3 and 30.4
• Similar to points above



Don’t Confuse your Legislation

Provincial statutes and federal statutes have different 
purposes and different auditors that can lead to different 
conclusions as to your compliance  
 I.e. Employer sets up acceptable tip pool for ESA purposes, but creates controlled tip system

Ensuring compliance under one statute doesn’t guarantee 
compliance under another statute

Compliance under one statute mess up your compliance 
under another statute
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#1 QUESTION for your Organization
Do you want/ Are you ok with:
(1) Paying the employer CPP and EIA premiums on gratuities received from 

patrons; and
(2) Withholding the employee CPP and EIA premiums and ITA source 

deductions on gratuities received from patrons 
If Yes – good news! 
You can:
1. create a ‘controlled tip system’ that CRA and MOL will never challenge;
2. Shift tips between FOH and BOH and even individual employees –

…… sorry RHODES no tip for you 



#1 QUESTION for your Organization
Acting reasonably as a Trustee** you can set up the gratuity pool and decide:

• Who is included or excluded
• What is each employees share under the pool
• When the gratuities held by the restaurant are to be paid out

**explain trustee role

Per Ontario.ca website (MOL administering ESA)
• Employers can decide if there will be a tip pool in the workplace, including 

who will participate in a tip pool, how it will be distributed as well as how
and when the arrangement will change.

• https://www.ontario.ca/page/employees-tips-other-gratuities

https://www.ontario.ca/page/employees-tips-other-gratuities


#1 QUESTION for your Organization
If you are NOT ok with 
1. Paying CPP + EIA on gratuities or 
2. Withholding CPP + EIA + source deductions from 

employee gratuities 

then you have to take all steps to avoid being seen as 
having ‘PAID’ the gratuities to the employees.



What does ‘PAID’ mean
The ultimate consideration for EIA, CPP, ITA, WSIB, EHT is whether 
the employer has ‘paid’ the gratuity to the employee
Example for EIA:
Insurable Earnings and Collection of Premiums Regulations

2 (1) For the purposes of the definition insurable earnings in subsection 2(1) of the Act 
and for the purposes of these Regulations, the total amount of earnings that an insured 
person has from insurable employment is

(a) the total of all amounts, whether wholly or partly pecuniary, received or enjoyed by the 
insured person that are paid to the person by the person’s employer in respect of that 
employment, and
(b) the amount of any gratuities that the insured person is required to declare to the 
person’s employer under provincial legislation.



PAID
What is considered ‘paid’** comes from SCC case of Canadian Pacific 
Ltd. v. Canada, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 678

The SCC set out that ‘paid’ in social legislation* such as EIA and CPP 
must be given a broad meaning – such that mere distribution can be 
included in it  

*SCC was looking at (1) UIA not EIA and CPP; and (2) tips were included in 
remuneration paid by employer in the UIA; (3) it was 4/3 decision; (4) It’s a time 
when credit cards were relatively new and 90%+ of sales were cash versus now 
where 90%+ of sales are electronic



What is ‘Paid’
When CRA and Courts look at whether the employer ‘paid’ a gratuity to the 
employee – they are not looking at whether it was earned from the 
employer like wages.
They are looking at it as whether:

(1) the amount being transferred to employee is being transferred to them by reason 
of their employment [which a gratuity is]

(2) The amount is being distributed* from the employer to the employee

This is where CRA and Courts split their interpretation:
• CRA looks a whether the amount was controlled by the employer. If it 

was controlled, it was distributed from the employer to the employee
• Court’s look at whether the employer had possession of the amount 

before it was distributed to the employee. If the employer had 
possession, it was distributed from the employer to the employee



HOW DO I AVOID HAVING ‘PAID’ TIPS to EMPLOYEES?
Because of the split between the CRA and the Courts ‘I’** believe there are two 
hurdles every employer has to  jump through to avoid being considered as having 
‘PAID’ the gratuities to employees:
1. Avoid the CRA finding that you have a ‘Controlled Tip System’ (so 

you must have a ‘Direct Tip System’)
2. Avoid the Court Test of that the gratuity was “paid by the employer 

to the employee”
• The CRA when auditing RAM was not looking at possession. It was looking 

at whether RAM had a controlled tip system.  This is why you see facts 
about who decided the tip system and what would happen if the employee 
did not follow it.

• At the Tax Court and Federal Court of Appeal, you see little mention of 
control*, its about whether RAM possessed the tip amount before paid to 
the employee

Remember the legislation: “that are paid to the person by the person’s employer in respect of that employment:



WHY MUST I JUMP THROUGH TWO HURDLES?
In my opinion:
1. The CRA has created its own tests and is not exclusively following 

the Court decisions
2. The CRA likely believes that the Court decisions are just ‘part’ of the 

test for ‘PAID’ – their test is the whole enchilada
3. While the Court has said the CRA tests of ‘direct’ vs ‘controlled’ are 

not the law – CRA is still the cop and decides who gets assessed
4. Getting assessed is the equivalent to your worst breakup.  It might 

take a year to complete the audit, then another year to complete 
the appeal, and then two years to get before Judge at the Tax 
Court… in the meantime what do you do? Keep refusing to collect 
and remit EIA and CPP?



Why Do I Say this?
1. The 2022 Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) decision in Ristorante A Mano (RAM) 

followed its decision in Lake City Casino from 2007 
2. In Lake City Casino the determination came to the question of whether the 

employer had possession of the gratuity before it was distributed to the 
employee.  If the employer did not have possession of the gratuity before it was 
distributed to the employee – it was not paid by employer

3. The 2021 RAM decision at Tax Court of Canada (TCC) followed Lake City Casino
3. The 2015 Andrew Peller Ltd. (APL) decision at TCC followed Lake City Casino

Buuuuutttt………..
The CRA has not ended its official position on direct vs controlled tips 
after either Lake City Casino, APL, or RAM decisions 



FURTHER

The FCA in RAM stated it was not creating a broader principle 
such as all electronic tips paid over to employees are subject to 
CPP and EIA – which it could have

CRA’s position is that a controlled tip system captures all tips*
*give examples



Ristorante A Mano (RAM)
#1  Question coming out of RAM:
Did the Federal Court of Appeal in RAM say that all electronic gratuities 
received by the restaurant that are paid over to the employees are 
pensionable and insurable earnings?
Answer: No.  
Per FCA decision:
[19] …this appeal is not concerned with cash tips servers may have received 
and kept. Similarly, this appeal is not concerned with tip-outs received by 
kitchen staff, on-site restaurant management, or support staff. 
Finally, this appeal is not concerned with the servers’ net electronic tips—
an amount that might exceed the due-back because servers retained cash 
received for restaurant bills under the process described above.
**also see paragraphs 51 and 52



So What are Direct vs Controlled Tips
The phrases ‘controlled’ and ‘direct’ do not appear in any statute - It’s a series of distinctions made up by CRA

• A Controlled Tip is ‘PAID’ by the employer to the employee – CPP+EIA
• A Direct Tip is not ‘PAID' by the employer to the employee – no CPP, no EIA

• CRA created the distinction to help auditors and employers define the difference 
between whether or not the employer ‘paid’ the tips to the employees

See https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/canada-pension-plan-cpp-employment-insurance-ei-
rulings/cpp-ei-explained/tips-gratuities.html

 RESEARCH: Google ‘controlled versus direct tip’ – just make sure to spell ‘tip’ correctly or else go 
somewhere completely wrong 
 This google pull up will give you CRA’s position as #2. You all see all the commentary developed 

through other professionals

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/canada-pension-plan-cpp-employment-insurance-ei-rulings/cpp-ei-explained/tips-gratuities.html


Controlled Tips
Refers to tips that an employer controls or possesses 
before paying to the employee. 
CRA regards these tips as being ‘PAID’ by employer to 
employee

The following are some examples of controlled tips:
• the employer adds a mandatory service charge or percentage to a client's bill 

to cover tips
• tips that an employer includes in his business income, then expenses and 

redistributes to employees in the form of pay
• cash tips that are deposited into the employer's bank account and become, or 

are even commingled with, the property of the employer and then paid out to 
the employees

• tips that are allocated to employees using a tip-sharing formula determined 
by the employer

• tips that the employees turn over to their employer who then distributes them 
to the employees



Direct Tips
Refers to tips that an employer does not control or possess
before they are paid to the employee
CRA regards direct tips as being paid directly by the customer to 
the employee. 
CRA statements:
• The employer has no control over the tip amount or its distribution. 
• The employer is merely a conduit for the tip from the customer to the employee. 

The following are some examples of direct tips:
• a customer leaves money on the table at the end of the meal and the server keeps the whole amount
• a guest gives a tip directly to a bellhop, door person, car attendant, porter, etc.
• the employees and not the employer decide how the tips are pooled or shared among employees
• a customer includes an amount for a tip when paying the bill by credit or debit card and the 

employer returns the tip amount in cash to the employee at the end of the shift. In exceptional 
situations the cash tips could be paid out the day after, for example, if there was not enough 
available cash on hand



CRA Example of Direct Tip

You are part of the serving staff in a restaurant. The 
restaurant owner informs you that if a customer pays by 
credit or debit card and includes a voluntary tip, the 
restaurant will return the full tip amount back to you in cash 
at the end of each shift.**

*this example is very important – CRA is accepting that taking 
the cash replaces the electronic gratuity



SO HOW DO I CREATE A DIRECT TIP SYSTEM

#1. Establish Employee Committee 
PER CRA instructions: Need the employees to decide how to pool and share 
gratuities amongst themselves
BUT HOW DOES THAT START?  With me  or you 
• Remember ultimately the Employee Committee will be deciding on the 

gratuity pool and will be certifying that decision for the employer on a year 
by year basis (or on such timeline they decide) to provide to the CRA 
and/or MOL

• You take that decision and laminate it to save it for that future audit



Employee Committee 
How Does it Start?
• There is no law on the set up a committee by CRA or MOL or any other govt 

agency
• For my clients, we start the system by first determining the who should be on the 

committee by considering all the roles in the Front of House (FOH) and Back of House 
(BOH)

• ME: Going back to what the law would be – The employer has received the 
gratuities in trust that it be paid over to the appropriate employees leading to 
that patron’s reason to tip

• Who are the appropriate employees? 
• It’s the responsibility of the Employer as the Trustee to act reasonably and appropriately in 

deciding which employees were involved in the patron’s experience

• Remember MOL statement under Ontario ESA:
Employers can decide if there will be a tip pool in the workplace, 
including who will participate in a tip pool, …



Employee Committee 

My thoughts:
• There is no set # of employees that must be on committee, but try to 

avoid even # to avoid deadlocks
• There is no requirement that certain employees must be on 

committee or not be on committee. Managers can be included 
(except not if owners)

• AGAIN - My choice of committee is based on my experience keeping 
in mind representation, proportionality, and stability

• My experience - No restaurant is ever the same, even within chains it 
can vary slightly



Employee Committee 

• After I decide the representation for the committee, I then invite the  
the appropriate employees to form the committee

• I like to start with the full-time longest-term employees as they are 
usually the most knowledgeable, most known to employees, least 
likely to leave

• Consider reward they should get for taking on committee role
• It can be an extra allocation of the tip pool 
• Some employers consider paying them hourly wage to assist

While it’s the distribution of employee money …  A Happy Team is a Happy Restaurant ™



SO HOW DO I CREATE A DIRECT TIP SYSTEM

#2. Establish Gratuity Pool
• With my clients we work out what the previous gratuity sharing 

arrangement was and determine what the comparable gratuity pool 
will be

• Can be completely the same, just needs to be decided upon by the 
employee committee

• See the disputes in APL and RAM where they are looking at or fighting 
about whether the employer determined the tip sharing arrangement 

• That’s because the CRA was deciding it was a controlled tip situation!



Gratuity Pool

• ESTABLISH Gratuity Sharing Pool Based on Actual Gratuities Received 
• Stop basing gratuity sharing based on estimated gratuities
• Typically see it as payouts by servers to other front of the house or back the 

house staff
• i.e. 6% of bar sales to bartenders
• i.e. 2% of food sales to kitchen

WHY?
• You never want CRA auditor calling employees* who tell them about the horrible time 

they were forced to hand over their own money to the bar or back of the house because 
they didn’t receive any tips – who gets blamed? You guessed it

• In my experience, service staff hate tip outs as they still pay out an amount of ‘tip’ to 
other employees. So having a gratuity pool based on actual gratuities received is 
received better



MAJOR COMPONENTS OF DIRECT TIP SYSTEM

#3. Fight your Urges to Control! 

• Its like a game of Jenga – the first blocks are always safe – but the more you 
pull blocks the greater the risk the employees remember being controlled 
when they speak to an auditor..

• While I will create the Employee Committee and the Gratuity Pool for the 
launch of the system, the employee committee can vary the pool later

• Typically, we don’t let the employees vary the committee as that is the role of 
the employer as trustee to establish what is reasonable and appropriate

• Intervention in the tip pool is permitted, but its like you pulling out three 
blocks at once.  Its fine at the start of Jenga but as it gets going its sure to cost 
you the game  



Example of Jenga?
From published article:

̶ “The employees handle our tipping pool*,” 
said Robert, who manages the xxx Grill at the 
xxx Street location in downtown Toronto. “It is 
signed off by a designated employee, and we 
keep an account of what’s collected and how 
it’s distributed.”

[*I believe they were thinking it was a direct 
tip system]
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Example

• We previously charged** wait staff 4% of diner’s bill** 
to pay over to the back of the house  

• Now charging wait staff 5% of diner’s bill to pay over to 
the back of the house

Statement to Reporters:
The purpose of the above-noted increase in the 
tip-out fund is to encourage a team effort of 
service as non-serving staff play a large role in 
the overall service of our customers (seating, 
preparing, cooking, cleaning)… 

JENGA! – you created a controlled tip system!
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MAJOR COMPONENTS OF DIRECT TIP SYSTEM

#4. Establish the Committee’s Governance Rules
Once the you have established the appropriate employee representations on 
the committee, you need to establish the governance rules for them
For instance:

1. Committee will meet at least once a year to ratify the tip sharing
2. The Committee will produce a report to the employer that will laminate it to give to 

the auditor 
3. Committee will hold elections with employees at some point in the year to establish 

that’s employees running the show
4. Committee makes judicial determinations of tip sharing 



Major Components Continued
5. Do not have a Mandatory Gratuity unless it is clearly separate

• i.e. tables of 8 or more have 15% tip added
• Rental of banquet room has mandatory 15% tip added

CRA’s view is that a mandatory gratuity is automatically a controlled 
gratuity
CRA’s view is that HST has to be collected on a mandatory gratuity 

Until I win my TCC decision on this! 

While CRA’s official policy is that you can have direct and controlled tips in 
the same restaurant, my experience is that the factor that makes a tip 
controlled is used for the single determination of whether all tips are 
controlled tips unless clear segregation exists

• Further, I find that any confusion and uncertainty about whether a mandatory 
gratuity exists or existed is not fully investigated by the CRA. The situation is 
interpreted to support a finding of controlled tip for all tips



Major Components Continued

6.  End / Remove all Promises of a share in gratuity pool
• larger establishments sometimes make it a term of employment that 

the position [usually manager] gets a share of the gratuity pool or tip-
out

• CRA will view this as the employer forcing the employees to give up tip 
share to managers on tips that might not have been received

• Managers can be included in the tip pool but don’t make it a term of 
employment with the employer

• Managers are/can be included in the pool because they are part of the 
experience the patron is tipping upon



Major Components Continued

7.  Use Employee Agreements to reflect that a Direct Tip System
• For my clients I will have them amend their employment agreements to add a 

clause that they operate under a direct tip system
• I have been involved in case where the auditors used T4s to trace employees and 

then call them and ask them who determined their share of the tips two years 
ago when they worked at RHODES Burger

• After they remember how much they loved working there, they say something 
like ‘I was just given my share of the tip, I never had the ability to ask for more –
which I so so so deserveeeeed….’

• What does the auditor hear? The tip shares were determined by the employer
• The Employment Agreement is your safety net



Timing and Method of Gratuity Payout

This is the point where the CRA and Courts could be aligned or against 
each other depending on what employer has done
• CRA’s position looks to whether the employee gets the FULL gratuity 

at the end of the shift – otherwise could be ‘controlled’ tip
• Does it need to be in cash or cash equivalent?  
• As money is fungible – it should be ok that the employee gets their full 

gratuity by either a physical transfer of cash or electronic transfer of cash

• The Court’s look to whether the employer had possession of the 
gratuity before it was distributed to the employee

• When you review APL + RAM – the employer made the direct transfer of 
funds to the individual employee 



CRA’s position seen from example on direct tip:
You are part of the serving staff in a restaurant. The restaurant owner informs 
you that if a customer pays by credit or debit card and includes a voluntary tip, 
the restaurant will return the full tip amount back to you in cash at the end of 
each shift.**

CRA extended this position:
a customer includes an amount for a tip when paying the bill by credit or debit 
card and the employer returns the tip amount in cash to the employee at the 
end of the shift. In exceptional situations the cash tips could be paid out the 
day after, for example, if there was not enough available cash on hand



Timing and Method of Gratuity Payout!

In all of the clients’ systems that I am reorganizing, we work to:
1. Transfer out the gratuities the end of the shift  
2. Transfer the gratuities out to a committee that pays out the 

employees
I have received successful ruling from CRA for a restaurant that paying out 
electronic gratuities by EFT the next day to an employee committee member 
was not control – but that was pre-RAM

• COMMENT: I am Constantly seeing cheques being used to individual 
employees – its too slow and is a flow from employer to the employee

• One large restaurant paid out by cheques with 5 day turn around – CRA said that made it controlled 
tip because the restaurant had use of those funds for 5 days 



Closing Issues – You can Seek CRA Blessing

• You can seek a ruling from the CRA as to whether the gratuities 
paid out to the employees are pensionable or insurable

• If you are successful, that ruling is followed by auditors as 
Rulings are the experts and auditors cannot overrule them

• If you are unsuccessful, you can change the system and seek a 
new ruling

• EIA and CPP allow employer to go back one year* to collect 
employee EIA and CPP premiums not collected from employees 
but found by ruling to be owed.

• Most audits go back three years. You lose completely for two



Thank you!
Go to my website 
taxationlawyers.ca to subscribe 
for my free newsletter updates

Checkout LinkedIn Group:
“Canadian Taxation Professionals” 
–> more than 10, members

James Rhodes
james@taxationlawyers.ca

226.499.9797

mailto:james@taxationlawyers.ca
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